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From the Manager: Fellow pilots, 

 
The weather has been down right awesome this past week and it is expected to be another great 
summer this year. Lots of exciting activities and events in store this year. The first being our “Open 
House” happening this Friday, June 10th starting at 5:30. Bring a friend and drop on by. Our one G 
Simulator arrived this past week and is ready to fly. There is a log in process before you can fly it. 
You can save time by logging into the following site   https://access.flyone-g.com then registering. 
Please check both boxes before you submit. It will then email you a link to confirm via your email. 
Once you do that you’re done. To keep things easy, there will be a minimum time limit on the sim of 
15 minutes for $24 (including instructor). The graphics are so real you can see buses on the highway. 
On another subject, please schedule and help us exercise these aircraft. Also, please use plane 
etiquette when scheduling using Schedulemaster.   Fly Safe! 

 
From the Chief Pilot: “Nit-picks and Niggles    

Beware the summer winds! They can often be deceptive. “280 4Kt, gusts to 10Kt, variable 
between 240 and 320. Sounds pretty benign doesn't it? However, these “breezes” can be 
challenging for new solo students and even experienced “tail dragger” pilots. The problem is 
that wind velocity – while not particularly high – and direction are changing rapidly and can 
turn even the best-stabilized approach into a skidding thumper, or a ground loop for TD pilots. 

The flare is in the news again. Too many folks are not following through with their flares. Unlike 
a carrier landing that is a stabilized, fly-it-into-the-deck, landing, a field landing is an 
unstabilized maneuverer. By that, I mean all parameters are constantly changing from the point 
at which the pilot reduces power to idle and commences the flare. Airspeed is bleeding off, drag 
is increasing, and the nose attitude is increasing thus increasing “P-factor, causing the nose to 
yaw to the left. 

The key is to anticipate the required control inputs. Even as you have established an acceptable 
touchdown attitude be prepared to continue bringing the yoke back just to hold that attitude. At 
the same time, start feeding in right rudder to neutralized the left yaw caused by the “P-factor.” 

The next mistake pilots make is when they apply a bit too much back yoke in the flare and the 
a/c  flattens out, they immediately drop the nose. Wrong response. Just maintain that attitude 
until the a/c begins to settle, then continue the flare while applying some right rudder and let 
the plane land. DO NOT pump the nose up and down!Remember, although the airplane can fly 
itself, it seldom flies where you want it. You have to put it where you want it.  

R.W.Harrison 

CCFI                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

https://access.flyone-g.com/


 
From the Book store …New AFD’s and sectionals just arrived! Get yours soon, we 
sell out quickly.   

Significant Accomplishments…. Congratulations Randall Benson on his first solo 
flight! Please welcome new members Mark Conover and Matt Moeser. 
 
1G Simulator….It has finally arrived!  And it is AWESOME! We need all interested 
members to make a profile with username and password to login to the 1G system. 
Please see Kellsey to help set up your 1G account. 

 

Upcoming Meetings & Events…. 

 June 10th Cascade Aviation Open House @ 5:00 
 June 17th Women in aviation meeting @ Cascade 5:00 
 June 21st Youth Flight Camp 9am-12:30  
 June 25th Rusty Pilot Seminar @ Fire Hall Burlington 9:30am 
 July 9th Safety Meeting @ Cascade Aviation  
 July 12th Youth Flight Camp  
  

 

 
 


